Climate at a Glance: Climate Sensitivity
Bullet-Point Summary:







Predictions of substantial global warming assume high climate sensitivity to a
doubling of carbon dioxide emissions in the atmosphere.
For decades, scientists have debated the effect of climate sensitivity, due to the
uncertain nature of climate feedback in various models.
Estimates in peer reviewed studies range from 0.8°C warming to almost 6.0°C
warming by 2100.
Such a large range of uncertainty means climate model temperature projections remain
dubious, at best.
The best evidence indicates climate sensitivity is at the low end of the range, unlikely to
exceed 1.5°C in the 21st century.

Figure 1: Factors that determine climate sensitivity. After increasing carbon dioxide (CO2)
levels, there is an initial warming. This warming could be amplified or reduced by the net effect
of feedbacks (weather processes that change the characteristic of the planet). Diagram by
Femkemilene from WikiMedia Commons.
Short Summary:
Declaring future predictions of global warming “settled science” requires a fairly precise
calculation of future temperatures. However, since climate sensitivity was first identified more
than 40 years ago, scientists and climate models have produced a very broad range of potential
future temperature patterns. Calculations for a doubling of atmospheric carbon dioxide range
from 0.8°C warming to 6.0°C future warming by 2100.
If climate scientists don’t understand the Earth’s atmosphere well enough to nail down a true
climate sensitivity estimate for increased carbon dioxide, how can we trust climate model
projections of future warming that rely on such an uncertain value? Climate sensitivity estimates

from real-world atmospheric data suggest (see here and here) man-made global warming this
century is unlikely to exceed 1.5°C total and its climatic effects might actually be beneficial for
humans and the environment.
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